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Crystal structure of a monomeric
retroviral protease solved by
protein folding game players
Firas Khatib1, Frank DiMaio1, Foldit Contenders Group, Foldit Void
Crushers Group, Seth Cooper2, Maciej Kazmierczyk3, Miroslaw Gilski3,4,
Szymon Krzywda3, Helena Zabranska5, Iva Pichova5, James Thompson1,
Zoran Popović2, Mariusz Jaskolski3,4 & David Baker1,6
Following the failure of a wide range of attempts to solve the
crystal structure of M-PMV retroviral protease by molecular
replacement, we challenged players of the protein folding game
Foldit to produce accurate models of the protein. Remarkably,
Foldit players were able to generate models of sufficient quality
for successful molecular replacement and subsequent structure
determination. The refined structure provides new insights for
the design of antiretroviral drugs.
Foldit is a multiplayer online game that enlists players worldwide to
solve difficult protein-structure prediction problems. Foldit players
leverage human three-dimensional problem-solving skills to interact with protein structures using direct manipulation tools and algorithms from the Rosetta structure prediction methodology1. Players
collaborate with teammates while competing with other players to
obtain the highest-scoring (lowest-energy) models. In proof-ofconcept tests, Foldit players—most of whom have little or no background in biochemistry—were able to solve protein structure refinement problems in which backbone rearrangement was necessary to
correctly bury hydrophobic residues2. Here we report Foldit player
successes in real-world modeling problems with more complex deviations from native structures, leading to the solution of a long-standing
protein crystal structure problem.
Many real-world protein modeling problems are amenable to comparative modeling starting from the structures of homologous proteins. To make use of homology modeling techniques in Foldit, we
introduced a new capability called the Alignment Tool, which allows
players to manually move alignments and thread their sequence onto
the structures of known homologs (Supplementary Fig. 1). Players
are able to combine different regions from multiple templates into
a single hybrid structure (partial threading) and load in previously
saved solutions as templates to hybridize with their current models.
Our aim was for Foldit players to use these new tools to solve realworld problems; the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein

Structure Prediction (CASP) experiment was an ideal venue in which
to test this. CASP is a biennial experiment in protein structure prediction methods in which the amino acid sequences of structures that
are close to being experimentally determined—referred to as CASP
targets—are posted to allow groups from around the world to predict
the native structure (http://predictioncenter.org/casp9/). Each group
taking part in CASP is allowed to submit five different predictions for
each sequence. Foldit participated as an independent group during
CASP9 and made predictions for the targets with fewer than 165 residues that the CASP organizers did not indicate as oligomeric. For targets
with homologs of known structure—the Template-Based Modeling
category—Foldit players were given different alignments to templates
predicted by the HHpred server3 via the new Alignment Tool. Despite
these new additions to the game, the performance of Foldit players
over all CASP9 Template-Based Modeling targets was not as good
as those of the best-performing methods, which made better use of
information from homologous structures; extensive energy minimization used by Foldit players tended to perturb peripheral portions of the
chain away from the conformations present in homologs.
For prediction problems for which there were no identifiable homo
logous protein structures—the CASP9 Free Modeling category—Foldit
players were given the five Rosetta Server CASP9 submissions (which
were publicly available to other prediction groups) as starting points,
along with the Alignment Tool. Here all five starting models were
available, allowing players to use partial threading to combine
different features of the Rosetta models. In this Free Modeling
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Figure 1 Successful CASP9 predictions by the Foldit Void Crushers
Group. (a) Starting from the fourth-ranked Rosetta Server model (red) for
CASP9 target T0581, the Foldit Void Crushers Group (yellow) generated
a model that was closer to the crystal structure later determined (blue).
(b) Starting from a modified Rosetta model built using the Alignment
Tool (red), the Foldit Void Crushers Group generated a model (yellow)
considerably closer to the later determined crystal structure (blue).
Images were produced using PyMOL software (http://www.pymol.org).
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Figure 2 M-PMV retroviral protease structure
improvement by the Foldit Contenders Group.
(a) Progress of structure refinement over the
first 16 d of game play. The x axis shows
progression in time, and the y axis shows the
Phaser log-likelihood (LLG) of each model in a
near-native orientation. To identify a solution
as correct by molecular replacement using
Phaser, the model must have an LLG better than
the best random models. The distribution of
these best random predictions is indicated by
the intensity of the pale blue band. (Because
almost all the models are too poor to allow
correct placement in the unit cell, Phaser LLGs
are calculated after optimal superposition of
each model onto the solved crystal structure
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in the hydrophobic core. (d) Foldit player mimi made additional improvements (in the loop region at the top left) and generated a model (green) of sufficient
accuracy to provide an unambiguous molecular replacement solution which allowed rapid determination of the ultimate crystal structure (blue).
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c ategory, some of the shortcomings of the Foldit predictions became
clear. The main problem was a lack of diversity in the conformational
space explored by Foldit players because the starting models were
already minimized with the same Rosetta energy function used by
Foldit. This made it very difficult for Foldit players to get out of these
local minima, and the only way for the players to improve their Foldit
scores was to make very small changes (‘tunneling’ to the nearest local
minimum) to the starting structures. However, this tunneling did lead
to one of the most spectacular successes in the CASP9 experiment.
De novo structure prediction remains an exceptionally challenging
problem, and very few predictions with atomic accuracy have been
made in the history of CASP. For CASP9 target T0581, starting from
an extended chain, the Rosetta Server, which carried out a large-scale
search for the lowest-energy structure using computing power from
Rosetta@home volunteers (http://boinc.bakerlab.org/rosetta/), produced a remarkably accurate model (Fig. 1a; compare red and blue).
However, the server ranked this model fourth out of the five submissions. The Foldit Void Crushers team correctly selected this near-native
model and further improved it by accurately moving the terminal helix,
producing the best model for this target of any group and one of the best
overall predictions at CASP9 (ref. 4) (Fig. 1a; compare yellow and blue).
Thus, in a situation where one model out of several is in a near-native
conformation, Foldit players can recognize it and improve it to become
the best model. Unfortunately for the other Free Modeling targets, there
were no similarly outstanding Rosetta Server starting models, so Foldit
players simply tunneled to the nearest incorrect local minima.
The CASP9 Refinement category provides groups with the best
predictions made for selected targets and challenges them to improve
the predictions further. Foldit participated in the Refinement category
for all non-oligomeric targets. Many refinement targets at CASP9
were models created using Rosetta, resulting in a similar tunneling
problem as with the initial Free Modeling predictions. Using the lessons learned from those targets, we tried presenting problems in a way
that encouraged Foldit players to make more dramatic changes to the
starting models. We experimented with only allowing the Foldit score
to count if the r.m.s. deviation with the starting model was greater


than a certain threshold, but—even with these conditions—players
found it difficult to make improvements because almost all perturbations increased the very low starting Rosetta energy.
For the very last CASP9 refinement target, TR624, Foldit players
struggled with the same problem: the starting model was Rosetta
optimized, and very few players were able to satisfy the r.m.s. deviation conditions while at the same time finding lower energies
(Supplementary Fig. 2a). We therefore decided to repost the puzzle
after perturbing the structure out of its energy minimum. We used the
Alignment Tool to align the regions the CASP organizers identified
as correct, and we threaded the sequence onto the correctly aligned
portions of the starting structure (Supplementary Fig. 2b). The unaligned portions were rebuilt randomly, initially with a poor energy,
encouraging diversification of models in the incorrect regions,
while maintaining the favorable interactions in regions known to be
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Figure 3 CPK representation of retropepsin surface. (a) The surface of HIV-1
PR protomer extracted from the dimeric molecule (PDB 3hvp), as seen from the
direction of the removed dimerization partner. (b) M-PMV PR monomer shown
in the same orientation and scale. In this view, the N and C termini (missing in
M-PMV PR) are at the bottom, and the flap loop is at the top. The active-site
cavity (ASC) is clearly seen between the flap and the body of the HIV-1 PR
molecule. In M-PMV PR, the cavity is completely covered by the curled flap.
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near-native. Using this modified model as a start to a new puzzle,
Foldit players were able to sample closer to the native fold by rebuilding several incorrect loops (Fig. 1b, compare yellow and blue). The
submitted top-scoring Foldit prediction by the Void Crushers Group
for this puzzle also used the Alignment Tool to partially thread
one of their previous solutions and was the best-ranked model for
the most difficult refinement challenge in CASP9, TR624 (ref. 5)
(Supplementary Fig. 2c,d).
The most important problem solved by Foldit players to date came
after CASP9 and involves the Mason-Pfizer monkey virus (M-PMV)
retroviral protease. Retroviral proteases (PRs) have critical roles in
viral maturation and proliferation and are the focus of intensive
antiretroviral drug development work6. All previously determined
crystal structures of retroviral proteases show the biologically active
homodimeric form7; prevention of PR dimerization has been proposed as a mechanism for disruption of PR activity8 and a drug design
avenue for antiretrovirals. The PR of M-PMV, a simian AIDS–causing
monkey virus, crystallizes as a monomer, but despite the availability of several crystal forms, researchers have for over a decade been
unable to solve the structure by molecular replacement (MR) using
either homodimer-derived models or an NMR structure of the protein
monomer9. A recent approach using density- and energy-guided
structure refinement10 was also unsuccessful at determining a solution, despite a success rate of over 50% using this method in cases
where similarly good homologous template structures were available.
Of the failures described in reference 10, M-PMV PR was the most
suitable for Foldit as it is a monomer and fairly small (114 residues).
To determine whether human intuition could succeed where
automated methods had failed, we challenged Foldit players to build
accurate models of M-PMV PR starting from the NMR coordinates
(which had failed in MR tests; see Supplementary Discussion and
Supplementary Fig. 3). When the 3-week competition concluded, we
screened the top-scoring Foldit models using Phaser11 to determine
whether any were of sufficient quality for MR. Remarkably, despite the
complete failure of all previous approaches, several solutions by the
Foldit Contenders Group produced phase estimates that were good
enough to allow a rapid solution of the crystal structure.
We provided Foldit players with the ten different NMR models, which
all scored poorly using Rosetta’s energy function, so that players would
not be trapped in local energy minima, and we included all ten NMR
models as templates in the Alignment Tool. The improvement in model
accuracy by the Foldit Contenders Group is illustrated in Figure 2a. As
gameplay progressed (x axis), model accuracy and suitability for MR—as
assessed by the Phaser log-likelihood gain (LLG) (y axis)—increased,
with several notable jumps (arrows). Figure 2b–d illustrates some of the
breakthrough models produced by Foldit players. Foldit player spvincent
(yellow) used partial threading with the Alignment Tool and quickly
improved the starting NMR model (red) to have much better agreement
with the crystal structure later determined (blue). Another teammate,
grabhorn, was able to improve spvincent’s model (magenta), particularly in the core of the protein, and another teammate, mimi, was able
to generate an even more accurate model (green) by correctly tucking
in the loop at the top left. The LLG of this model was high enough to
allow its unambiguous identification as a likely MR solution among the
vast number of Foldit models, and standard autobuilding and structure
refinement methods showed within hours that the solution was almost
certainly correct. Using the Foldit solution, the final refined structure
was completed a few days later (Supplementary Table 1).
Of particular interest in this monomeric retropepsin structure
is the molecular surface that normally forms the dimer interface in

homodimeric retroviral protease molecules. There is a considerable
backbone rearrangement in this area in which a flap curls over the halfactive site in the monomer and the N- and C termini are completely
disordered (Fig. 3). These features provide opportunities for the design
of antiretroviral drugs, including anti-HIV drugs; compounds that bind
to the surface formed in the monomer, but not the dimer, should shift the
equilibrium in favor of the former, which is catalytically inactive.
The critical role of Foldit players in the solution of the M-PMV
PR structure shows the power of online games to channel human
intuition and three-dimensional pattern-matching skills to solve
challenging scientific problems. Although much attention has
recently been given to the potential of crowdsourcing and game
playing, this is the first instance that we are aware of in which online
gamers solved a longstanding scientific problem. These results indicate the potential for integrating video games into the real-world
scientific process: the ingenuity of game players is a formidable
force that, if properly directed, can be used to solve a wide range
of scientific problems.
Accession codes. Protein Data Bank: Coordinates of the protein atoms,
together with structure factors, for the monomeric M-PMV retroviral
protease have been deposited under accession number 3SQF.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Structural & Molecular
Biology website.
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